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Dirty Harry, lawless
defender of order
THE ENFORCER
Starring Glint Eastwood
Directed by James Fargo-for Malpaso
Productions

The Enforcer is a very, very
popular film. On the basis of current Variety figures, it should
gross between $35 and $40 million worldwide. Its impact on its
public? Sitting in a local bar after I had watched the film, I heard
a comment from a woman graduate student that summed it up.
"It makes me want to go out
and shoot someone," she said.
This is the third film constructed around Clint Eastwood's
characterization of Harry Callahan, the ultra-reactionary antihero of the San Francisco police
department. Like its two predecessors (Dirty Harry and Magnum
Force), it is a well-paced melodrama that gives plenty of room
for Eastwood to showcase his persona: the tall, cool, soft-spoken
man of action, the 20th century
cowboy, dealing out frontier justice with his huge .44 Magnum.
The role of the savage hero fits
Eastwood's stony visage as perfectly as it fit the male stars in
whose tradition he belongs: William S. Hart, Gary Cooper, John
Wayne, et al. The character type,

as much as his own charisma, is
responsible for Eastwood's fabulous success, which started with
his role as the "man with no
name" in the Sergio Leone spaghetti westerns of the '60s.
Popularity breeds formula,
and The Enforcer is an example
of giving the audience more of
what they seem to want. 'In all
three of the Dirty Harry films,
the mythic structure is the same:
the hero's town is besieged by
forces so violent that only matching violence—the ability and will
to kill ruthlessly—can eliminate
them and restore "law and order." The citizens need the hero's
ruthless skill, but they also fear
him for it. He is forced to live a
life of solitude, balancing precariously between civilization and
savagery.
There is nothing wrong with
Harry Callahan. But there is
something seriously wrong with
the world in which he lives and
acts. That is the city of the reactionary imagination, populated
by thugs, cops and liberal (weak)
government officials. In this
world it is right and just to be
brutal in order to eliminate the
most uncomplicated stereotypical villains seen on the screen since
the Apaches of John Ford's Stagecoach.

The villains of The Enforcer kill
purely for pleasure and profit. No
other motives are asked for or
supplied. They are ripped out of
the pages of an urban daily like
the Chicago Tribune, that is running scared.
Otizens in this nightmare world
have no function except the passive one of victim. They are there
to be kidnapped, shot, stabbed or
blown to jelly. People who live in
a state of perpetual fear identify
with the objects of this senseless
violence and give emotional support to a hero acting within that
elemental moral context. They
cheer for Dirty Harry as he blows

Portuguese defection
poisonous propaganda
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pades and several grisly deaths.
The murders committed by the
CIA's heavies are particularly affecting because they are so bizarre, because the Agency's hired
hands always find their work humourous. In the end, Malko rescues the distressed KGB wife and
proves once again that good guys
—in the CIA—always triumph.
The "analysis" of the Portuguese political scene would not
have impressed my socialist host.
Virtually everything in The Portuguese Defection is either confused
or mistaken, although some of
this misinformation resembles actual American reportage on Portugal. General readers, of course,
have no way of knowing that
along with their usual dose of sex
and violence they are being fed
explicit (pro-CIA) propaganda.
In earlier Malko books, the
CIA's prince has, among other
things, saved Henry Kissinger
from assassination and has dispatched American guerillas to oblivion. Economically written, the
books are intended for an international mass audience. It is not
surprising to hear that a film version of this one is in the works.
The flavor of the books is decidedly European. The stress on
the virtues of aristrocrats and the
cult of blood practiced by Malko's CIA "thugs seem more in
tune with European fascism than
with anything American. American pulp fans desire violence, but
they have usually preferred a less
ideological brand.
Nevertheless, Malko does sell
well in this country, which proves
that there is an audience willing
to accept polities with its pornography.

At the height of the recent turmoil in Portugal, I was a dinner
guest of the Chief of Staff to
Mario Soares, now Prime Minister. While we were eating our
main course, my socialist host
told me about his contacts with
the CIA.
Perhaps he was so loose about
it because he assumed that all
Americans share the same perspective. What he most admired
about the CIA was their analysis
of the Portuguese situation. He
had no interest in the gadgetry of
espionage, feats of physical daring, or the beauty of female spies.
The reality of CIA covert activity is often too prosaic for the
writers of pulp fiction, who prefer to present agents as omnipotent, karate-chop killers, rather
than mild-mannered Ivy League
graduates who impress foreign
politicians by their perspicacity.
(Or by bribes.)
The Malko series is the most
widely-read fictionalization of
CIA activities. Its author, who
writes under a pseudonym, is reputed to be a French journalist
working on a conservative Paris
daily. His hero, Prince Malko, is
of Austrian royal lineage and a
CIA special agent.
In The Portuguese Defection,
Malko discovers that the Soviet
KGB controls every move of the
Portuguese Communist Party
and groups to its left. The wife of
a high-ranking KGB operative
wants to defect because her husband is a boor and because she
likes the luxuries of the West.
-Sidney Blumenthal
(She is, incidentally, a nymphoSidney
Blumenthal
is
the editor of Govmaniac.)
.As the story unfolds, there are ernment by Gunplay (New American Linumerous soft-core sexual esca- brary).

all the bad men up and away.
It does not seem important
that his violence offers no real solution to the problem. He has fulfilled the audience's need for reassurance that there is somewhere
—if not a solution to the problems
of their daily lives—at least a
champion who will defend and
protect them. That is what
makes Dirty Harry films so
popular.
And dangerous.
While the audience is caught
up in slick production values, it
has no time to question the moral values of the film or their validity in the real world. We watch

the gun battles, the chases, the
hero fighting for respect in a
world that doesn't understand
his ethic, or we get caught up in
the relationship between Harry
and his female partner, whose
allegiance to his philosophy gives
her stature as it leads her toward
martyrdom—and forget the contradictions and complexities of
real life.
What we don't stop to question
inside the theater, we may end up
dismissing when we step outside.
-Joe Neumann
Joe Heumann teaches media-related subjects at Eastern Illinois University.
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You've read about us in In These Times.
We're the Democratic Socialist Organizing Committee. The feisty (we
don't always agree with each other on everything), young (just three years
old), and fast-growing (from 200 members in 1973 to more than 2,000 today)
democratic socialist organization that concluded its national convention in
Chicago last month with a call to build a mass movement for full employment. But that really doesn't tell you much.
We're out-of-the-closet socialists, active in the labor, feminist, liberal,
and human rights movements. And we're struggling to bring our socialism
into the mainstream of American life.
Sure, DSOC members include people like Michael Harrington, Victor
Gotbaum, Gloria Steinem, Julian Bond, James Farmer, Lillian Roberts, Victor Reuther and Irving Howe.
But, we're just as proud of some DSOC'ers you haven't heard about. A
steelworker in Bridgeport who worked another 40-hour week for Ed Sadlowski. An AFSCME local president who organized clerical workers in Illinois
when the experts said it couldn't be done. And tenant organizers, Democratic
Party activists, socialist feminists and other people who have tried to meld
the day-to-day struggles with their dreams for society. In short, the kind of
people who read In These Times.
We don't have all the answers for achieving socialism, in the center of
world capitalism. But we think a first step is bringing together ;Vome of the
people who elected Jimmy Carter, the trade unionists, the women, the blacks,
and the poor. And then demanding that his administration live up to its
pledge of full employment. We try to push social progress as far as it will go—
from tax reform to income redistribution,from national health insurance to
socialized medicine, from economic tinkering to democratic planning.
It will take hard work in the communities, offices, factories, and schools
of the '70s and '80s. And, without you, we won't be able to do as much as we
could do with you. To flatter ourselves, we've got one thing in common with
In These Times—we're a beginning. And—like In These Times—we could be
much more.
DEMOCRATIC SOCIALIST ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
853 Broadway, Rm.618B, NY, NY 10003/212-260-3270
NAMEADDRESSCITY____
-ZIPSTATE——————————————————
•The Newsletter of the Democratic Left takes you ahead
of the headlines, and behind the news. The Newsletter
was the first publication to report on ... the Sadlowski
insurgency in the Steelworkers Union, the bankers crusade
against New York, the struggle against redlining urban
neighborhoods, Francois Mitterand's- growing socialist
movement in France, and other important national and
international developments. If you read In These Times,
you should read the Newsletter, too.
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I want to join. Enclosed are my dues
(dues include $5 for a subscription to
Newsletter of the democratic Left) :
. . .$50 sustaining
. . .$15 regular
. . .$8 student/limited income
I do not want to join now, but I will
subscribe to the Newsletter of the
Democratic Left* . . . $10 sustaining
. . . $5 regular . . . $2.50 student
| Please send me more information
about the DSOC.
Enclosed is a contribution of . . . . .
to further your work,
signature
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Thieves needs more than stars
and one-liners to stay afloat
THIEVES
Directed by John ik™;
Screenplay by Hero Onr.i^r for.i his original play
Starring Marlo Thomas and Chalres Groain, distributed by Paramoim1!:

If one-iiners did a movie make,
then gagwriters could make movies.
Thieves is a collection of oneliners, perpetrated by writer Herb
Gardner and director John Beny.
(Can't imagine what happened to
Berry who did such a tender, funny job with Claudine last year!)
The poor stars, Marlo Thomas
and Charles Grodin. work very
hard. They bail and bail, trying
r.o keep the leaky vessel afloat.
But it's ail too baleful.
Everything remains soggy.
The opening moments »:" the
film hold a promise :ae,ver fulfilled. Ths canters, pans up the
face of a 38 story luxury apartment houss on Nt:\v York's
swank East 3idU:. As you pass
eae'o jutting terrace, tantalizing
.snatches of conversation f ion?, out
from the apartment behind ths
balcony. A visual demonstration
of monumental NO privacy in
crowded urban living. It's worth
a snicker.
Now for the plot! Sally and
Marty Crarner (Marlo Thomas
and Charles Grodin) live in the
luxury apartment, see, with MO
furniture, see, because she iost
it all while they were moving, see?
Lost it? Marty is beginning fo
think his swinging wife and childhood sweetheart isn't as cute as
she once was. You have to agree,
seeing as how she didn't really

lose $55,000 worth of antique night-club comedian Irwin Corfurniture (how could young ey, as Sally's 78-year-old, manschool teachers afford that much iac, cab-driver father who shouts
stuff?). She sent it to Grand homespun wisdom and bad
Street (their darling old slum jokes. Decibel for decibel, Corey
neighborhood) to be kept by a can get more laughs out of his
nice old man for a $2 tip—the routines as the "World's Foreidea being to entice her upward- most Authority." And then
ly mobile husband back to their there's the doorman of the fancy
"roots."
building where the Cramers live
Marty is the principal of the who is totally unresponsive to the
Bluebell School for blue-blazered tenants' comings and goings.
French-speaking rich kids, having Turns out he's dead. Nobody nostarted his own life as a member ticed till he falls off his chair onto
of a battling street gang on the the street. Hilarious!
Lower East Side. Upward mobilMercedes McCambridge is
ity? Unbelievable culture vault- wasted as an old "shopping bag
ing! Marty, incidentally, shows lady" who hangs around the
emotional distress, when he feels apartment house ripping off evit, by failing to shave (which also erything that's loose and repossaves acting). Things get pretty sessing what has been consigned
to the trash cans.
grizzly before he feels better.
There is a lot of talk about how
Also featured in the film is

Father Irwin Corey and daughter Marlo Thomas
living in the city is a rip-off anyway. (One of Sally's younger students helps her furnish the empty
apartment with things he steals
from other tenants in the build-

ing.) But the talk never says anything.
Thieves and the thieves in it are
all too bitterly cute.
-Mavis Lyons

ADDITIONS
CORRECTIONS
In the article on Brothel 8 m
last week's issue, the Chicago
critic quoted on the film was
improperly identified. Christine Nieland is the regular
film critic of the Chicago
Daily News,
Too late for publication with
"ffie'article, IN THFSE TIMES received news of the death, in Japan of Kittuyo Tanaka, the
award-winning actress who
played the veneral Osaki. She
was 70 years old.

IS THESE
T-SHig13 TOR SALE: $5 Five for $20. Don't dels? folks, we're sire
they'll disappear fast Specif? S, M, t, XL
Fum MUSEfc IN IIIFSF TIMES needs an &.psfienccii fund reiser to organize fund raising
activities, set up sustains- group, and solicit
funds from individuals. Salary plus commission. Please call (312) 4894444 to arrange
an interview. 150S N. Milwaukee Av., Chicago
IL 60622.
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A New Magazine for the 7O'S
MOTHER JONES, Finally...
A Magazine for the Rest of Us
We all grew up in the 60's—one way or another. And how
different they were from the 50's. Or the 40's, or the 30's.
We're the generation that got back in touch with our
world, in the most basic ways. We rediscovered ourselves. Music opened us up, and took off. The Beatles.
The Stones. Dylan.
We found our own literature, with a tough cosmic, comic
vision... Catch 22. Slaughterhouse Five. Cuckoo's Nest.
We identified with a handful of writers. Pynchon. Grass.
Barthelme. Vonnegut. Barth.
And the movies became The Cinema... from Eisenstein
to Chabrol, through re-runs of Casablanca, to Strangelove and The Graduate.
Not just entertainment; it's all part of our lives.
We put our stamp on the world by fighting against Viet
Nam, by working in the Peace Corps. And by confronting
racism, sexism and militarism. In the process, we also
discovered the dark side of the 60's.
MOTHER JONES is a magazine for the rest of us. As
veterans of the 60's we explore the alternatives of the
70's. We offer the best in criticism, encouragement,
insight and analysis. We report on the successes and
failures of community organizers and mass movements.
MOTHER JONES is tough. On polluters, politicians and
profiteers. MOTHER JONES is fun. With cartoons and
trivia. We bring you the best in cinema, music, books and
art. We talk about sexuality, working together, living well
on less, buying things that last and much more.
A lot of the best writers in the country are with us. Writers

like Kirkpatrick Sale, Barbara Garson, Roger Rapoport,
Vivian Gornick, Max Apple, Eugene Genovese, Margaret
Atwood, Herbert Kohl, Robert Lipsyte and dozens more.
MOTHER JONES is a magazine for people who came of
age in the 60's and 70's, and have been looking for
something like us for a long time.
For a limited time, you can join us as a Charter Subscriber
at a substantial savings. We'll start sending you
MOTHER JONES and bill you later at just $8—$4.00 off
the regular rate. Charter Subscribers will always be
entitled to the lowest available renewal rates, gift subscriptions and other offers.
Why not take the chance? After all, there's no sense in
living the 70's alone.

Charter Offer
YES, start sending MOTHER JONES to me
and sign me up as a Charter Subscriber at just
$8—a $4.00 saving. I understand that, as a
Charter Subscriber, I will receive the lowest
available prices in perpetuity.
Name

_____________________

Address City__

.State.

.Zip.

Send to: MOTHER JONES, 1255 Portland Place, Boulder, Colorado 80302.
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